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Abstract

This paper describes the integration of concurrency
control in BALLOON, an object-oriented language
that separates the concepts of type and class as well
of subtyping and subclassing. Types are interface
specifications enriched with concurrency control an-
notations. Classes are used to implement the opera-
tional functionality of types as well as concurrency
control mechanisms. Types, classes and concur-
rency control annotations are independently reusa-
ble and derivable. The language takes advantage of
this separation to solve the typical problems of the
inheritance anomaly.

1 Introduction

BALLOON is a novel object-oriented language in-
tended as a test-bed for experimenting with con-
currency in a object-oriented, potentially distribu-
ted setting. It is a compiled, statically-typed lan-
guage that allows explicit creation and management
of concurrency while avoiding the traditional con-
flicts between inheritance and concurrency.

The management of large-scale software projects
calls for separate compilation and joint development
through code reuse and incremental development.
These features are strongly related to the notions
of encapsulation, inheritance and component inter-
face description which are the foundations of object-
oriented technology. Therefore, BALLOON not only
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advocates the separation of subtyping and subclas-
sing but also distinguishes concurrency control clas-
ses from operational classes. As a result, types, clas-
ses, and concurrency control are independently reu-
sable and derivable, thereby eliminating the inheri-
tance anomaly.

BALLOON is expected to contribute to the design
of extensible libraries of concurrent components. In
fact, BALLOON allows the derivation of concurrent
components without requiring the knowledge of any
internal details about its ancestors, as these may well
be hidden in a compiled library. It suffices to know
the type interface and develop a properly annotated
class.

In the next section we briefly overview existing
approaches to concurrency in object orientation fo-
cusing on the inheritance anomaly. Subsequent
sections describe the model of types and classes
in BALLOON with emphasis in the language cons-
tructs relevant for the following sections. Next, the
extensions for concurrency control are introduced
showing how they interact with the type and class
structures of the language and how they cope with
the inheritance anomaly. This is then compared with
related work and finally the paper’s contributionsare
summarized.

2 Concurrency in Object Orienta-
tion

The introduction of concurrency in the object-
oriented model has been intensively investigated in
recent years, where numerous alternatives and pers-



pectives where evaluated; these approaches were
classified and organized in several taxonomies [27,
14, 21, 6, 23]. A common conclusion stemming
from this research is that integration of concurrency
and object orientation is not a trivial task.

In the presence of multiple threads, and thus mul-
tiple active methods, some mechanisms are needed
for regulating concurrent accesses to object data.
However, the introduction of concurrency control
mechanisms in the object model, can interfere with
the inheritance mechanism. The definition of de-
rived components often requires modifications to
existing concurrency control code in the supertype,
specially when this code is embedded within the
operational code. As a result, inheritance is severely
impaired unless appropriate abstractions are used
for the incremental definition of concurrency con-
trol code. This interference is known as the inheri-
tance anomaly [21], and it has been the subject of
intensive research on several frameworks [22, 19],
particularly on Actor based languages as ABCLO-
NAP1000 [21], ACT++ [15, 14], ROSETTE [31].

2.1 Brief Introduction to the Inheritance
Anomaly

In the study of the inheritance anomaly, some exam-
ples are widely used to depict specific problems in
inter-object [21, 14] and intra-object � [22, 30, 18, 6,
4, 28] concurrency control.

2.1.1 Inter-Object Concurrency Control

Explicit Reception (Acceptance) of Messages
Languages such as ADA [12] and CSP [13] adopt
bodies that regulate the acceptance of messages on
active server objects. On these bodies, possibly
guarded accept statements are interleaved within the
operational body code. The addition of new me-
thods on derived components incurs on possibly
very complex body redefinitions, thus preventing
the inheritance of bodies. Some affected languages
are POOL-I [2], � C++ [8], EIFFEL// [10].

Accepting Methods According to the Abstract
State

�
These schemes also apply to inter-object coordination.

Addition of new methods often changes existing
relations between the abstract object state and the
invocable methods. Languages based on accept
sets [15, 31] define named entities that describe
which methods are invocable in a given moment.

Consider a stack with push and pop operations
we can identify the following accept sets that des-
cribe different abstract states:

State Methods

Empty push
Partial push, pop
Full pop

However, introducing a method pop2 that remo-
ves two elements from the stack creates a new rele-
vant state, thus partitioning the previous representa-
tion as shown below.

State Methods

Empty push
Singular push, pop
Partial push, pop, pop2
Full pop, pop2

Languages that rely on the explicit switching of
the current abstract state such as ACT++ � [15] and
ROSETTE [31] , are unable to program this example
without awkward redefinitions.

The introduction of more flexible mechanisms for
the use and extension of accept sets as those intro-
duced in the new ACT++ version [14] and in AB-
CLONAP1000 [21] solves this problem. However,
there remains the subtle problem of exposing the
implementation details of the concurrency control
code. The programmer of a derived component must
know the structure of the inherited sets, so as to be
able to change them, and include the newly defined
methods where appropriate.

Accepting Methods According to History Depen-
dencies
A potential alternative to the accept sets is to rely on
the definition of method predicates [3, 19, 28], and
to control method invocation with boolean guards.
This allows rather elegant solutions to the previous
problems.
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For example, if load expresses the current load
of the stack, and MAX is its maximum size, we can
associate the guards ���������
	������� , ���������
����� ,
��������������� to push , pop, pop2, respectively.
These guards are mutually independent and can be
added along with new methods on derived compo-
nents.

Unless guards are assisted by additional synchro-
nization actions, the definition of methods that de-
pend on the invocation history of the components is
made impossible as the appropriate history informa-
tion must be recorded. The definition of a method
stat that should only be accepted after 100 invo-
cations of the other stack methods would require the
use and update of a counter. Guards should also be
extensible on derived classes, although not necessa-
rily as in [19] where they can only be made more res-
trictive.

2.1.2 Intra-Object Concurrency Control

Intra-object concurrency can have a significant im-
pact on performance. For example, in a simple ex-
periment carried out on a 2-cpu system, disabling
the internal concurrency of a producer-consumer
through a bounded buffer reduced efficiency to
57% [5].

Approaches to the inheritance of intra-object con-
currency control were evaluated with accept sets in
[22] and synchronization counters � in DRAGOON

[28], SINA [6] and DOOJI [30]. The use on DEME-
TER [18] of exclusive regions to which methods are
associated is, to some extent, similar to the definition
of named accept sets.

2.2 Concurrency Annotations Control Mo-
del

The CA (Concurrency Annotations � ) model [4] de-
fines a way of introducing separate concurrency con-
trol mechanisms for the coordination of multiple th-
reads of execution and protect concurrent accesses
to the internal object’s state.
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With CA, method invocation is protected by a
guard and a lock. Only when the guard evaluates
to true and the lock is opened can the corresponding
method be allowed to execute, otherwise the calling
thread is blocked in a wait queue. Concurrency con-
trol actions can be executed before and after method
execution. These actions are standard code of the
host language and may define and change private
state elements of the synchronization code. They
also have the special capability of acting on the me-
thod locks, and are able to use the interface of the
controlled object. Actions and method guards can
be independently expanded or redefined on derived
components.

Concurrency control in BALLOON uses a modi-
fied version of the CA model. These features will be
presented after an overall description of BALLOON.

3 The BALLOON Programming
Language

BALLOON is a concurrent object-oriented program-
ming language aimed at providing expressive abs-
tractions for the reuse and composition of software
components. In some aspects BALLOON resembles
POOL-I [2] and SATHER [29] providing the com-
plete separation of types and classes. Types specify
the interface of objects sufficient for their correct
composition and interaction in a message-based sys-
tem [23]. Types are implemented by classes, which
are the main structuring block of the language. This
binding is a many-to-many relationship in the sense
that a type can have multiple implementations and a
class can also implement several types. The set of a
type and its implementations is usually referred to as
a component.

Due to this clear separation of types and classes,
subtyping and subclassing relations are also distin-
guished concepts as advocated in [11, 24]. Subty-
ping serves data abstraction and conceptual struc-
turing [16] while subclassing is left unconstrained
allowing a flexible code reuse mechanism through
inheritance [32, 25].

Genericity in BALLOON is achieved through ge-
neric components. Generic components differ from
ordinary components by defining particular nuclear
types on which the component’s specification and



implementation depend. The genericity mechanism
provides the ability of deriving new components by
the explicit substitution of the nuclear types of a ge-
neric. Using explicit substitutions instead of para-
meterization, generic types and classes can be clas-
sified at the very same level as their ordinary coun-
terparts. This is an important result for the orthogo-
nality of the two code reuse mechanisms [26].

3.1 Type Hierarchy

Types form a well-defined hierarchy based on the
subtype relation. As usual, since types are interface
specifications, subtyping is defined in terms of inter-
face compatibility [32]. A type is said to be a sub-
type of another if for every method of the later the
former provides a method with the same name pre-
serving covariance in the result and contravariance
in its arguments [9]. Subtype polymorphism is sup-
ported by allowing an object to be substituted, in any
context, by objects whose type is a subtype of the
former’s type.

The type hierarchy of BALLOON is therefore
constituted by ordinary and generic types. The main
order � in the hierarchy is given by subtypes. At
the top of the hierarchy there is the type Any whose
every type is subtype of, and there is also a virtual
type, named Nil, which is a subtype of any other type
in the hierarchy.

3.2 Class Hierarchy

Classes related by inheritance form an hierarchy.
There is not any conformance relation between clas-
ses related by inheritance. The relation stands solely
as a class constructor mechanism. Inheritance is the
pure inclusion of code with subsequent re-binding of
self references.

Since the inheritance mechanism is unrestricted,
allowing multiple inheritance, renaming of inherited
methods, and absence of any conceptual ordering, it
is likely to yield a multi-topped hierarchy.

�
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BALLOON but they are not relevant to this paper.

3.3 Relevant Constructions

Examples of the basic constructions of BALLOON

relevant to this paper are now presented. The exam-
ples remain simple serving as a base for the exten-
sions that will be presented in the next section. For
the interested reader [1] provides a more detailed
description of the language.

3.3.1 Types

A type in BALLOON is the declaration of the inter-
face the objects of that type must support. Its form
is depicted next

Type IntQueue�
Integer PutLeft(Integer);
Integer GetRight();
Integer Size();�

A possible subtype of IntQueue is an IntDEQueue (a
double ended queue of integers). Its definition may
be

Type IntDEQueue SubtypeOf IntQueue�
Integer PutRight(Integer);
Integer GetLeft();�

which means that IntDEQueue has all the methods
of IntQueue unchanged plus the PutRight and Ge-
tLeft methods. As the received methods of IntQueue
remain unchanged they are, by default, contrava-
riant in their arguments and covariant in their re-
sults. Otherwise care should be taken to preserve
these constraints.

3.3.2 Generic Types

Container types (like sets, bags, queues, etc) are
more likely to be defined as generic types from
where specific ones might be derived. The next
example defines a generic DEQueue.

Type DEQueue�
BasedOn T ��� Any;

T PutLeft(T);
T PutRight(T);
T GetLeft();
T GetRight();
Integer Size();�



DEQueue can hold any kind of objects since it is
based on Any. Because of this it can also be used to
derive to any kind of DEQueue. The above IntDE-
Queue could be obtained by

Type IntDEQueue
DEQueue[Integer/T]

Deriving a new type from a generic one can be
done by the substitutionof a nuclear type by any sub-
type of it.

It should be noted that a generic is itself a com-
plete type. It can be used in any context a regular
type is since their nuclear types are always bound to
existing types. In the DEQueue example, T is bound
to Any by the T 	�� Any expression. Defining a type
as ordinary or as generic only depends on the con-
ceptual entity it models.

The derivation of a new type from a generic does
not force any type relationship between these types.
As with any other types they may be related by sub-
typing or simply unrelated.

3.3.3 Classes

Classes provide the implementations of the interfa-
ces declared in the types. The binding is made in the
class definition. The class declares the type or ty-
pes it implements. The following is the implemen-
tation of the IntDEQueue type. Notice that, in the
example, we do not bother to validate any methods
in exceptional conditions such as the full and empty
queues. This will be done in the next section using
concurrency control extensions.

Class CIntDEQueue Implements IntDEQueue�
Data IntArray contents;
Data Integer(CInteger) left, right, size;

CIntDEQueue(Integer qsize)�
contents = CIntArray(qsize);
size := qsize;
left := 0;
right := size - 1;�

Integer PutLeft(Integer elem)�
contents.Put(left,elem);
left := (left + 1) % size;
return elem;�

Integer PutRight(Integer elem)�
contents.Put(right,elem);
right := (right - 1 + size) % size;
return elem;�

Integer GetLeft()�
left := (left - 1 + size) % size;
return contents.Get(left);�

Integer GetRight()�
right := (right + 1) % size;
return contents.Get(right);�

Integer Size()�
return size;�

�

As IntDEQueue is a subtype of IntQueue its im-
plementation CIntDEQueue is also an implementa-
tion of IntQueue. This holds for any type. Any im-
plementation of a type is also an implementation of
any of its supertypes.

To show the independence of the inheritance me-
chanism from type relationships consider the next
example. Suppose a type IntStack (a stack of inte-
gers) defined as

Type IntStack�
Integer Push(Integer);
Integer Pop();
Integer Top();
Integer Size();�

which has no relation with IntDEQueue (nor with
IntQueue). However a possible implementation of
IntStack can be achieved by inheritance of the CInt-
DEQueue class as depicted next

Class CIntStack Implements IntStack�
Inherits CIntDEQueue Renames

PutLeft as Push, GetLeft as Pop;

CIntStack(Integer qsize)�
CIntDEQueue(qsize);�

Integer Top()�
var Integer(CInteger) i;
i := (left - 1 + size) % size;
return contents.Get(i);�

�

CIntStack provides an implementation to IntS-
tack. It inherits from CIntDEQueue, renames Pu-



tLeft and GetLeft to match the IntStack type and im-
plements (apart from the constructor) the Top me-
thod.

Finally, an implementation of a generic type may
be sketched. Implementing the DEQueue type is
like writing the CIntDEQueue class but now based
on the type Any such as:

Class CDEQueue Implements DEQueue�
BasedOn T � � Any;
Data Array contents;
Data Integer(CInteger) left, right, size;

�����

that is replacing the relevant Integer type occurren-
ces by T which is the nuclear type of the class.

For each type derived from the generic DEQueue
an implementation can be derived from this generic
class. As an example consider the following imple-
mentation for the IntDEQueue.

Class CIntDEQueue
CDEQueue[Integer/T]

An interesting point about substitution instead of
parameterization is that it is orthogonal to inheri-
tance. This allows the two mechanisms to be com-
posed, that is, both CDEQueue and CIntDEQueue
could be now inherited and extended.

4 Concurrency Control In BAL-
LOON

This section shows how the BALLOON type system
is used to document and apply concurrency control
policies. The IntQueue type will be enriched with
a new section, CC, where some activation clauses
and additional methods are defined. These methods
are only accessible in activation clauses that are de-
fined in the CC section of the type or in its subty-
pes. These activation clauses follow the format: De-
lay method-name Until predicate. The activation of
the method is delayed until the predicate evaluates
to true.

Type ConcIntQueue SubtypeOf IntQueue�
CC:
Integer MayPut();
Integer MayGet();
Bool AllowLeft();
Bool AllowRight();
Delay PutLeft Until ( AllowLeft() && MayPut()

�
0 );

Delay GetRight Until ( AllowRight() && MayGet()
�

0);�

The two clauses specify in which circumstan-
ces should the operational methods PutLeft and Ge-
tRight be allowed to execute. As the Size method
returns a constant value that is fixed after instance
creation, there is no need for an activation clause.
These clauses introduce a predicate that uses the
operational and concurrency control methods defi-
ned in this type or in its supertypes.

Appearing in the type’s definition, the CC cons-
traints are meant to characterize the type’s allowed
concurrency. These constraints act, to some extent,
as a specification for all implementations of the type.
Although the concrete behaviour of the introduced
methods is unspecified, the Delay Until clauses res-
trict the set of implementations of the type. An
example of this will be given in section 4.1 after the
introduction of the ConcIntDEQueue type.

The newly introduced concurrency control me-
thods have their implementation in appropriate clas-
ses. These classes do not directly implement a type
as before, but are said to control operational ones.
Mixed through inheritance, an operational class and
its controller class yield a class that fully implements
the concurrent type. The encoding of the activation
clauses takes place in any class that implements a
concurrent type. This separation of operational and
concurrency control classes provides the ability of
their independent manipulation and reuse.

The example that follows presents an implemen-
tation of the CC methods in type IntQueue. In addi-
tion to the class syntax used above, the class CCInt-
Queue is able to define a wrapper that adds pre- and
post-actions to the operational methods which are
represented by an inner statement. The syntax is:
Wrapper method-name

�
pre-actions � Inner

�
pos-

actions � . It is worth to note that inner represents
only the operational methods for objects of this type.
In a subclass the wrapper is inherited and the inner
represents the heir’s own wrapper. This notion of the



inner construct is similar to that found in BETA [20]
inheritance mechanism.

These actions are in the scope of the class CCInt-
Queue definition, and so may only refer to instance
variables defined in that class (or in inherited) and to
the operational interface of the controlled class.

All concurrency control actions are executed with
mutual exclusion in each object. So, only the opera-
tional methods are allowed to run in parallel. This
also ensures that, if a method invocation success-
fully passes the activation clause, then the corres-
ponding pre-actions are finished before allowing the
evaluation of another invocation.

Class CCIntQueue Controls CIntQueue�
Data Integer(CInteger) mayput, mayget;
Data Bool(CBool) allowleft, allowright;

CCIntQueue()�
allowleft := true;
allowright := true;
mayput := Size();
mayget := 0;�

Integer MayPut()
�

return mayput;
�

Integer MayGet()
�

return mayget;
�

Bool AllowLeft()
�

return allowleft;
�

Bool AllowRight()
�

return allowright;
�

Wrapper PutLeft�
allowleft := false; mayput := mayput - 1;

�
Inner�

allowleft := true; mayget := mayget + 1;
�

Wrapper GetRight�
allowright := false; mayget := mayget - 1;

�
Inner�

allowright := true; mayput := mayput + 1;
�

�

With this scheme CIntQueue is regulated for intra
and inter-object concurrency. Operations that would
mutually interfere are made exclusive, whilst those
that are independent are allowed to run in parallel.
This behaviour was expressed by the use of the flags
allowleft and allowright. A new class that imple-
ments the concurrent type ConcIntQueue is built by
mixing the operational class CIntQueue and its con-
troller CCIntQueue as shown below

Class CConcIntQueue Implements ConcIntQueue�
Mix CIntQueue, CCIntQueue;�

The semantics of Mix is that of inheritance plus
the wrapping of operational methods.

The coordination of inter-object concurrency was
expressed in the type’s activation clauses and relied
on the current “putable” and “getable” number of

elements of the queue.
The next section shows how these mechanisms

are integrated with subtyping and subclassing.

4.1 Subtyping and Subclassing with Con-
currency Control

The concurrency control information for the type
IntDEQueue, subtype of IntQueue, may be defined
as follows

Type ConcIntDEQueue SubtypeOf IntDEQueue, ConcIntQueue�
CC:
Delay PutRight Until ( AllowRight() && MayPut()

�
0);

Delay GetLeft Until ( AllowLeft() && MayGet()
�

0 );�

The class CCIntDEQueue is a possible implemen-
tation for the concurrency control of CIntDEQueue.

Class CCIntDEQueue Controls CIntDEQueue�
Inherits CCIntQueue;

Wrapper GetLeft�
allowleft := false; mayget := mayget - 1;

�
Inner�

allowleft := true; mayput := mayput + 1;
�

Wrapper PutRight�
allowright := false; mayput := mayput - 1;

�
Inner�

allowright := true; mayget := mayget + 1;
�

�

The use of class inheritance, in this case reusing
CCIntQueue, allowed the definition of concurrency
control for just two methods, the ones introduced on
the subtype IntDEQueue. Possible intra-object con-
currency interferences are dealt by excluding opera-
tions on the same side of the queue. This is aided
by the inter-object coordination that avoids the join
of the sides, this would happen if, for example, two
opposite get operations where allowed when there is
only one element in the queue. The activation clau-
ses and the modification of the mayput and mayget
variables on the wrapper actions ensures that this si-
tuation does not occur.

The way the activation clauses were written in the
ConcIntDEQueue type allows the concurrent execu-
tion of left and right methods. Recalling what have
been said earlier about the specification role of the
activation clauses, the reader should notice that im-
plementations of ConcIntDEQueue are constrained
by them. Only operational classes that do permit the



concurrent execution of left and right methods may
be used to implement this type. As a counter exam-
ple, an algorithm based on a global counter of ele-
ments that would be incremented by both put me-
thods and decremented by both get methods would
not correctly implement this ConcIntDEQueue type.

It became apparent, and results quite naturally,
that in most cases the pattern of class inheritance
for concurrency control mimics the subtype rela-
tionships. However there are some exceptions, as in
the type ConcIntStack.

Type ConcIntStack SubtypeOf IntStack�
CC:
Bool Allow();
Delay Push Until ( Allow() && MayPush()

�
0 );

Delay Pop Until ( Allow() && MayPop()
�

0 );
Delay Top Until ( Allow() && MayPop()

�
0 );�

Concurrency control is trivially implemented by
reusing CCIntDEQueue code.

Class CCStack Controls CIntStack�
Inherits CCIntDEQueue Renames

AllowLeft as Allow, MayPut as MayPush,
MayGet as MayPop;�

Finally, to what concerns generic types concur-
rency control, it could be easily shown that since the
concurrency control does not interfere with the ope-
rational interface of types, the control of derived ty-
pes can be exactly that of the generic type it was de-
rived of. The same happens for concurrency control
of generic implementations. As an example, the rea-
der may notice that the concurrency control of the
above IntDEQueue example would be the same of
the DEQueue generic type.

4.2 Inheritance Anomaly Examples

Although the implementation of ConcIntDEQueue
and ConcIntStack already shows the avoidance of
the inheritance anomaly, some additional examples
are required to show how the BALLOON approach
deals with the anomaly. The previous examples also
show that the addition of methods (such as Size) that
do not interfere with existent ones is trivial since
the default activation clause is: Delay method-name
Until (true).

The introduction of a method GetLeft2 (equiva-

lent to Pop2 � ) will show how to cope with changes
of the abstract state of the object. Consider the fol-
lowing subtype of ConcIntDEQueue

Type ConcIntDEQueue2 SubtypeOf ConcIntDEQueue�
IntegerPair GetLeft2();

CC:
Delay GetLeft2 Until ( AllowLeft() && MayGet()

�
1 );�

and the controller class of the CIntDEQueue2
(which for space saving reasons is omitted) is

Class CCIntDEQueue2 Controls CIntDEQueue2�
Inherits CCIntDEQueue;

Wrapper GetLeft2�
allowleft := false; mayget := mayget - 2;

�
Inner�

allowleft := true; mayput := mayput + 2;
�

�

which delivers a concise description of the synchro-
nization scheme for the new type and reuse all the
previous code.

Until now, there was no need to redefine activa-
tion clauses or extend actions. The definition of a
method GGetRight or GGetLeft that only performs
a get operation if used immediately after a put opera-
tion would require the recording of additional infor-
mation to express history dependencies. The same
happens with a Stat method that may only work af-
ter 100 invocations.

The following implementation of Stat in a subtype
of ConcIntDEQueue shows how this is achieved in
BALLOON. From this example its straightforward to
infer how to implement GGet operations.

Type ConcIntDEQueueS SubtypeOf ConcIntDEQueue�
Integer Stat();

CC:
Integer Calls();
Delay Stat Until ( Calls()

�
100 );�

�
If we had opted to extend the type Stack the description

would be cluttered by irrelevant renaming issues.



Class CCIntDEQueueS Controls CIntDEQueueS�
Inherits CCIntDEQueue;
Data Integer(CInteger) calls;

CCIntDEQueueS()�
calls := 0;�

Integer Calls()
�

return calls;
�

Wrapper PutLeft
� �

Inner
�

calls := calls + 1;
�

Wrapper GetRight
� �

Inner
�

calls := calls + 1;
�

Wrapper PutRight
� �

Inner
�

calls := calls + 1;
�

Wrapper GetLeft
� �

Inner
�

calls := calls + 1;
�

�

Consider, in this example, the wrapper construct
of method PutLeft. Here Inner refers to the PutLeft
method only. This whole wrapper constitutes now
the Inner of the corresponding wrapper in the inhe-
rited controller class. That is, it corresponds to the
Inner of the PutLeft wrapper defined in CCIntDE-
Queue.

The expansion in this case is as follows:

�
�������	�
���������������� �����������

�
allowleft := false; mayput := mayput + 1;

����������
�
������������������ �����
�

� �������� ���
����������!��������" �# � � �$��%&�'�)(+*'����,-�.(/��(/�����0��������!�����������
�

calls := calls + 1;
�

� �
�

allowleft := true; mayget := mayget +1;
�

These rules provide the ability for concatenation
of pre- and pos-actions through the hierarchy of con-
trol classes.

A difficult case of inheritance anomaly is brought
by the introduction of reusable generic locking me-
chanisms, generally provided in mixin classes [7].
Mixins are specially designed classes so that when
mixed with other classes (usually through multiple
inheritance) provide some added functionality.

The type ConcIntDEQueueL introduces three ad-
ditional methods named AllLock, WriteLock and
UnLock. These methods are intended to, respec-
tively, lock all the methods, lock the methods that
change the object state and unlock all of the pre-
viously locked methods. This type also shows how
to redefine (in this case extend) previously defined
activation clauses.

Type ConcIntDEQueueL SubtypeOf ConcIntDEQueue�
AllLock();
WriteLock();
UnLock();

CC:
Bool AllowAll();
Bool AllowRead();
Delay PutLeft Until ( SuperClause && AllowAll() );
Delay GetRight Until ( SuperClause && AllowAll() );
Delay PutRight Until ( SuperClause && AllowAll() );
Delay GetLeft Until ( SuperClause && AllowAll() );
Delay Size Until ( SuperClause && AllowRead() );�

Consider the next two classes. They are a opera-
tional class and a control class that act as simple con-
tainers of generic code.

Class CLock�
AllLock()

� �
WriteLock()

� �
UnLock()

� �
�

Class CCLock Controls CLock�
Data Bool(CBool) allowall, allowread;

CCLock()�
allowall := true;
allowread := true;�

Bool AllowAll()
�

return allowall;
�

Bool AllowRead()
�

return allowread;
�

Wrapper AllLock
�

allowread := allowall := false;
�

Inner
� �

Wrapper WriteLock
�

allowall := false;
�

Inner
� �

Wrapper UnLock
�

allowread := allowall := true;
�

Inner
� �

�

These classes can now be inherited in order to im-
plement the ConcIntDEQueueL type.

Class CConcIntDEQueueL Implements ConcIntDEQueueL�
Mix CCLock, CLock, CIntDEQueue;�

With this scheme the introduction of locks in a
given type only requires the extension of the exis-
tent activation clauses. The newly created type Con-
cIntDEQueueL clearly expresses in its signature the
new invocation constraints, without being cluttered
with implementation details. If necessary, some ac-
tivation clauses can be defined for methods AllLock,
WriteLock and UnLock so that, for example, Un-



Lock is only allowed after a AllLock or WriteLock
invocation.

5 Related Work

The separation of types from classes has already
been proposed in object-oriented languages [2, 29].
This is mainly due to the observation that the sub-
type relation does not always follow inheritance
[11]. America introduced these notions in a lan-
guage with concurrency concerns [2] from where
this paper in many aspects has its beginnings. La-
tely, several researchers [23, 21] point this separa-
tion as a promising issue in treating the inheritance
anomaly in concurrent object-oriented languages.

In what concerns concurrency control the use of
accept sets has been a common factor in most of
the recent proposals for solving the inheritance ano-
maly. The amount of auxiliary mechanisms for the
definition, extension and sometimes dynamic com-
putation of accept sets varied considerably along
these proposals. In particular, ABCLONAP1000
[21] introduced multiple mechanisms for the com-
putation of accept sets showing how they were ap-
plicable to the inheritance anomaly. Recently the
DOOJI model [30] studied the extension of some
ABCL mechanisms for the support of intra-object
concurrency. Coordination of intra-object concur-
rency relied on synchronization counters also used
on DRAGOON [28] and SINA [6].

We believe that the default computation of syn-
chronization counters can be avoided since, when
needed, they are easily programmable in pre- and
pos-actions and then used on BALLOON activation
clauses. This reduces to ”only when necessary” an
otherwise fixed overhead.

BALLOON also avoids the use of accept sets since
they require in some cases, such as when adding a
Get2 operation, complex manipulations of the inhe-
rited sets (see [21, 30]). These manipulations and re-
namings are often difficult to track along the inheri-
tance chain. The use of extensible activation clau-
ses together with extensible wrapper actions provi-
des, in most cases, a simpler and more self contained
solution.

The separation of concurrency and operational
code, mandatory in BALLOON, has been (in diffe-

rent degrees) previously defended on several fra-
meworks [18, 28, 22, 4].

6 Conclusions

The main contribution of this paper is the introduc-
tion of a concurrency control model that takes ad-
vantage of the language distinction between types
and classes to solve elegantly the typical problems of
the inheritance anomaly. In particular, components
that were designed without any concurrency con-
cerns can be easily extended to fit in concurrent en-
vironments. This is achieved by annotating the com-
ponent’s type and designing appropriate controller
classes for its coordination. This coordination res-
pects intra- and inter-concurrency control.

The ability to define concurrency control for ge-
neric types introduces a new, orthogonal, reuse me-
chanism. Due to the modularity inherent to the mo-
del, concurrency control does not interfere with en-
capsulation and inheritance.

A similar concurrency control model (section 2.2)
has already been tested as an extension of the C++
language, producing code for a shared memory
multi-processor architecture with kernel-supported
threads [5, 4]. This experience, although in a lan-
guage with no separation of hierarquies, raised im-
portant implementation issues that have influenced
the design of the BALLOON model.

A BALLOON compiler comprising the full set of
language features described in this paper is under de-
velopment.

Some issues are still opened and under current re-
search. One is the use of the inner construct for the
composition of pre- and post-actions. Since the in-
ner actions are nested, there is no easy way to cancel
the inherited post-actions. However, such an exam-
ple is rather unlikely in that it would also probably
entail the redefinition of activations clauses. In this
case, one would advocate a new control class.
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